FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Alpha II Announces Launch of Easy Coder Web-based Application
CodingSystem solution transitions to Easy Coder web-based application, offering efficient and accurate
coding and compliance functionality
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. – November 14, 2017 – Alpha II, LLC, a leading developer of software-as-a-service
(SaaS) solutions that support healthcare reimbursement, today announced the transition of
CodingSystem to the new Easy Coder brand. The diagnosis code publication known as Easy Coder has
transformed into a robust, coding and compliance web-based application. Easy Coder builds efficiency
and accuracy into the medical coding process every day to deliver coding results that are both complete
and correct.
For more than 35 years, Alpha II has been producing leading ICD-9 CM and ICD-10 CM coding books
under the brand name, Easy Coder. The unique all-alphabetical format of Easy Coder makes diagnosis
code lookup and selection easier, faster and more accurate. This very same core lookup functionality
was also the basis for Alpha II’s web-based application, CodingSystem, with many additional coding and
editing features and functionality.
“Our clinical coding solution has continued to evolve over the years to help our customers and reseller
partners reimagine reimbursement. Staying true to this innovative thinking and our ongoing
commitment, Alpha II is taking coding, editing and compliance to the next level by joining together the
Easy Coder brand with power of the CodingSystem solution,” said Jan Powell, CEO of Alpha II. “With the
new Easy Coder solution, our clients and partners will continue to receive the same high-quality
reimbursement and compliance tools, services and support they’ve come to expect from Alpha II.”
Easy Coder allows administrative and clinical staff to look up codes and perform edits all in one easy-touse program. Because of its clinically oriented design, it helps clinicians, professional coders, nurses,
charge entry personnel, schedulers and consultants nationwide receive more accurate reimbursements,
minimize denials, and demonstrate medical necessity and Medicare compliance.
“For almost 15 years, our medical billing service has been daily users of Alpha II’s Easy Coder,” said
Jordan May, Executive Director of HuTech. “It has proved to be an invaluable tool, providing my staff
with quick access to current, comprehensive and reliable coding resources. The E&M generator, policy
reviewer, supporting diagnoses lists, and access to the Medicare fee schedules by locality have
developed our staff’s knowledge and confidence as we strive to serve our clients as a trusted resource.”
About Alpha II
Alpha II’s software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions support coding, compliance, claims editing, value-based
quality reporting and revenue analysis for healthcare professionals, clearinghouses and government
entities – both directly and through software developers. Beginning with the initial receipt of patient
data through the final scrutiny of the payer’s remittance advice, Alpha II empowers precision across
reimbursement processes. The company’s toolsets, data content and rules engines currently plug and

play with electronic health record, practice management and hospital information systems to help their
customers comply with the latest policies, standards and directives.
For more than 30 years, the Alpha II experienced healthcare professionals have worked together to
gather, analyze and interpret healthcare coding and billing rules and regulations. Additional information
can be found by visiting www.alphaii.com, Twitter and LinkedIn.
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